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After the riveting events of Once Dead, Jack â€œRipperâ€• Gregory remains host to a homicidal
alien bound to his soul. Now Jack has been hired for a suicide mission: journey to South America
and rescue an imprisoned shaman. One problem...both the National Security Agency and a gang of
neo-fascists are hot on his trail.Neither group plans to let Jack live.At stake is the immeasurably
powerful Sun Staff, an ancient alien artifact that in the wrong hands will alter the course of human
history. With the clock ticking, Jack must find and rescue the shaman before sinister forces get to
him first. When Jack comes face-to-face with his equalâ€”a stunningly beautiful NSA agentâ€”he
wonders if he can still pull the trigger and save his mission...even if the decision costs him his very
soul.From bestselling author Richard Phillips comes a globe-spanning sci-fi thriller series with a
twist...culminating in the cataclysmic events that set the stage for the Rho Agenda.
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I really enjoyed all of the first three RHO series and this book is a well-crafted addition to the trilogy.
Jack is a great main character and it is easy to see how his unique personality and attributes can be
readily adapted to even more new books. I look forward to reading more.

I almost never write reviews -- almost. But I have to write this one. I won't repeat the synopsis
reviews already given. I just want prospective readers to know the thrill ride they're in for when they
pick up this book. I'm a big fan of action/thrillers, espionage mysteries and military SciFi. Dead
Wrong is like Tom Clancy meets David Drake meets Robert Ludlum -- the action is non-stop and the
suspense intense. The plot is tight and the dialog quick -- at times almost breathless. It's a readers
version of base jumping. I got caught up in the breakneck action of the first Rho Agenda trilogy, and
this prequel trilogy has not let off the gas one little bit. Bravo Richard. I'm looking forward to seeing
the "Ripper" in action again.

Great book. I've read all of Richard Phillips books (Rho Agenda Inception, Rho Agenda). And I'm
looking forward to the next book (series?) coming out in April, 2016, I believe.Writing is well done,
and I really couldn't put the book down. I read all 6 books in a week. Although not necessarily true of
all people, I truly liked having the chapters be short. Makes you feel like you're reading quickly.Now,
on to the review. Phillips does a great job of continuing on the adventures of Jack and Janet, and
the supporting team at the NSA. The relationship between Jack and Janet is also further explored,
including her fear of how Jack's actions could affect her and everybody else.This book truly is great.
It's a spy/action novel (rather than sci-fi as Rho Agenda is). I look forward to continuing reading his
work.

Jack Gregory, aka the Ripper, was on his deathbed when an alien Mindworm presented to him a
deal he could not refuse. In return for giving the Mindworm a symbiotic relationship, a place in
Jack's mind in which to experience human emotions, it would restore Jack's health as well as give
him certain instincts to excel as a quasi military/espionage agent. Instincts such as advance
warnings of danger, of where opponents might hit, and of getting himself in the enter of Earth
Shattering events. You see this Mindworm thrived on adrenaline, thrived on danger, and if Jack
wasn't in the center of problems, the Mindworm would ensure that he would be.This is the second
book in the series. The first book we found out how Jack got that way. This second book continues
his story. He is aware that the Mindworm is watching. The Mindworm is wondering why it hasn't
been able to excerpt more control over Jack's mind. The Book also continues Jack's relationship
with Janet Price, an NSA agent. I won't tell you the story, I'll just say that this is another great
adventure in Richard Phillips' RHO series. The story is fast, there's a lot of action, and like the first
book, lots of violence and death. And the team of Jack/Janet joins other well known action

adventure teams of the past.I highly recommend it, with the caveat that you read the first book in the
RHO Agenda Inception Series first, before reading this book. Even though they are stand alone
novels, understanding Jack's backstory will help you understand this novel much, much more. For
me, I'm going on to reading the third book in this series next. A read I'm looking forward to as I have
Jack/Janet on my mind.

If you've read the first book in the series you've figured out that this isn't a typical/classical science
fiction read. Having said that, the read has plenty of action, likable good guys and villains you love
to hate. The read is well paced, properly edited and the writing style is easy to follow. For what it is,
it is well done. While I recommend starting with Book 1, this book could be enjoyed as a standalone
offering. If you enjoy an action packed thriller--this book does not disappoint.

Phillips doesn't fail! As with his previous books, reading this one was like riding in a race car down a
mountainside with the road weaving around fast turns, and with no guardrail on the side of the cliff.
The characters are as real as your next door neighbor and the plot is well thought-out and executed,
leaving no loose ends. This story can be enjoyed on its own, but it would be better if you read the
previous book, then this one. Give yourself a gift: buy the book, then take the day off and sit down
with your favorite beverage and plenty of snacks because you won't want to get out of your chair
once you start to read.

prequel trilogy to follow on the Rho agenda - what makes Jack Gregory tick.The main characters
are in these books as they were in the Rho agenda and it provides more back story to the original
trilogy.Great writing and awesome edge of your seat action. You can easily lose your self in these
books

Really enjoyed the exploits of JG & JP in Bolivia. Great inclusion of geography as a "character" in
the storyline. And in our era of instant resources such as Google and Wikipedia it makes side
reading about the places and legends a part of the entertainment. . .at least for me. Nice story!
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